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Bounded-Distance Decoding: Algorithms,
Decision Regions, and Pseudo Nearest Neighbors

Ofer Amrani and Yair Be’ery,Member, IEEE

Abstract—For a codeC, bounded-distance decoding algorithms perform
as optimal algorithms within the balls B(c), centered at the codewords
c 2 C, with radius equal to half the minimum Euclidean distance of the
code. Thus distinct bounded-distance algorithms vary in performance
due to their different behavior outside the balls B(c). We investigate
this issue by analyzing the decision regions of some known (e.g., GMD)
and some new bounded-distance algorithms presented in this work. In
particular, we show that there are three distinct types of nearest neighbors
and classify them according to their influence on the decision region.
Simulation results and computer-generated images of the decision regions
are provided to illustrate the analytical results.

Index Terms—Bounded-distance decoding, decision region, nearest
neighbors, pseudo nearest neighbors, Voronoi region.

I. INTRODUCTION

While the decision regions of optimal soft-decoding algorithms
for block and lattice codes were studied in great detail (cf. [7], [1],
respectively, [13], and the references therein), little is known about
the decision regions associated with suboptimal algorithms mainly
due to the following reasons. The shape of the decision regions of
suboptimal algorithms is far less intuitive as demonstrated in this
work. Also, the decision regions in the optimal case are determined
only by the code, regardless of the specific optimal decoder used,
whereas the decision regions of suboptimal decoders are algorithm- as
well as code-dependent. The main purpose of this work is to present
some analytical and pictorial observations about the decision regions
of suboptimal bounded-distance soft-decoding algorithms for block
and lattice codes used on additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels.

Although our observations are valid in general, for illustration
we consider some known and new bounded-distance soft-decoding
algorithms designed for(n; k; d) q-ary linear block codes with rate
k

n
� 1=2 and d = 4. These include the(8; 4; 4) binary extended

Hamming code, the(6; 3; 4) hexacode overF4, the (8; 4; 4) code
over F4, and the(8; 4; 4) octacode over the ringZ4. These codes
are of some practical importance; for example, decoding the hexacode
is the key step in efficient algorithms for decoding the Golay code
and the Leech lattice [2], including the most efficient algorithms
known [12]. The known algorithms that we consider are generalized
minimum-distance (GMD) decoding [8], modified GMD decoding
[9], [11], and minimum-distance (optimal) decoding. We also propose
three new algorithms tailored for the codes described above, which
involve fewer algebraic decoding operations than these known algo-
rithms. The proposed algorithms can be generalized for other code
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Fig. 1. Additional error region due to an additional noncodeword neighbor.

parameters [4], but these were not of sufficient interest to include
here.

We assume that theq-ary alphabet is mapped into an appropriateq-
ary signal set in Euclidean space; e.g., symbols fromFq are assumed
to be mapped into aq-simplex inRq�1 with equal distance2 between
all points. The Euclidean-space image of a codewordccc will be
denoted bys(ccc) 2 Rn(q�1). If the codeC has minimum Hamming
distanced, then the minimum squared distance between the images
s(ccc) and s(c0c0c0) of two distinct codewordsccc; c0c0c0 2 C is 4d, and the
squared error-correction radius is�2 = d.

A bounded-distance decoder is one for which the decoding region
D(ccc) associated with each codewordccc 2 C contains the open ball
B(ccc) whose boundary is a sphereS(ccc) of squared radius�2 = d

centered ons(ccc) : B(ccc) � D(ccc) for all ccc 2 C. We will focus on the
closest points tos(ccc) on the boundary ofD(ccc), which must of course
be at squared distance�2 = d from s(ccc).

A minimum-distance decoder is one whose decision regions are,
up to boundary ambiguities, the Voronoi regionsV (ccc); i.e., the set of
points that are at least as close tos(ccc) as to any other codeword image
s(c0c0c0). A Voronoi regionV (ccc) is bounded by portions of separating
hyperplanesH(ccc; c0c0c0) halfway betweens(ccc) and s(c0c0c0) for certain
codewordsc0c0c0 2 C known asVoronoi relevant[7]. The separating
hyperplaneH(ccc; c0c0c0) is tangent to the spheresS(ccc) and S(c0c0c0) and
intersects with them at a single point, the midpoint betweens(ccc)

and s(c0c0c0). The number of such boundary points at squared distance
�2 = d is the numberNd of codewordsc0c0c0 2 C at Hamming distance
d from ccc. We shall call these “codeword” or “Type I” boundary
points.

As many authors have observed, with suboptimal decoding algo-
rithms there are typically additional closest boundary points ofD(ccc)

lying halfway betweens(ccc) and certain pointss(xxx), wherexxx 2 (Fq)
n

is not a codeword inC. We shall call these “noncodeword” or “Type
II” boundary points. The number of such boundary points is denoted
by NBDD. The “effective error coefficient”N0; e� is defined as the
total number of Types I and II points, i.e.,N0; e� = Nd + NBDD,
and appears as the coefficient in the union bound estimate of error

probabilityPr (E). The geometrical scenario assumed is as depicted
in Fig. 1, namely, an additional separating hyperplane per additional
noncodeword neighbor.

One of our key observations is that the complementDc(ccc) of the
decision region in the neighborhood of a Type II boundary point
is typically a polygonal region that apart from the boundary point
[s(ccc) + s(xxx)]=2 lies completely outside the separating hyperplane
H(ccc; xxx). This implies that the contribution to error probability from
this neighborhood is less than for a Type I boundary point; in other
words, the union bound estimate considerably overestimatesPr (E)

since the number of Type II points is often much higher than Type
I points (NBDD � Nd).

We will also see that different suboptimal algorithms can have the
same Type II boundary points, but then their decision regions in the
neighborhood of these boundary points can be different; indeed, one
can contain the other. This effect can result in significantly different
error probabilities for two algorithms that have the same effective
error coefficient.

Finally, we will also observe cases in which there are closest
boundary points at squared distance�2 = d from s(ccc), where these
points are not midpoints betweens(ccc) ands(xxx) for anyxxx 2 (Fq)

n.
We call these Type III boundary points, and since they are not
associated with any (“conventional” Type I or II) pointxxx 2 (Fq)

n

we associate them with what we call “pseudo neighbors.” Type III
boundary points usually appear in a continuous set or a “cluster,”
forming anm-dimensional subregion of the boundary ofD(ccc), where
0 < m < n(q � 1). In such cases the complementDc(ccc) of the
decision region in the neighborhood of a Type III boundary point is
bounded by anm-dimensional subregion of the sphereS(ccc), and the
contribution toPr (E) of such a Type III cluster is greater than for
a Type I boundary point.

Our results suggest that the number of nearest neighbors in a
bounded-distance algorithm (as used with the union bound) can be
a very misleading measure for performance. Indeed, a bounded-
distance algorithm that considerably increases the number of nearest
neighbors, may perform very close to the optimum even for high
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Fig. 2. Computer image of a cross section of the decision region of Alg1, the nearest neighbors are the codewordc1 and noncodewordx.

noise levels, and can outperform an algorithm which has a smaller
number of nearest neighbors.

In Section II, we analyze the decision regions of several bounded-
distance decoding algorithms including some new algorithms pre-
sented in that section. Computer-generated images of decision regions
of these algorithms are included to illustrate the analytical results.
In Section III, simulation results for several codes and decoding
algorithms are presented and their performance analyzed in terms
of our new observations.

II. BOUNDED-DISTANCE DECODING ALGORITHMS

AND THE ASSOCIATED DECISION REGIONS

Generalized minimum-distance (GMD) decoding is a well-known
bounded-distance decoding algorithm, see [8], [9], [11], and the
references therein. A GMD decoder first makes hard decisions on
the symbols of the received vectoryyy 2 Rn(q�1), resulting in
hard-decision wordzzz, and orders the received symbols in order of
reliability. The reliability measure used here is the squared Euclidean
distance. Then, it performs a series of algebraic decoding trials,
where in each trial a different number of the least reliable symbols
are erased. Each trial may result in a candidate codeword. The
GMD decoder finally chooses the most reliable among the resulting
candidate codewords. For a code withd = 4, a GMD decoder
performs two decoding trials.

• It performs bounded-Hamming-distance algebraic decoding on
the hard-decision wordzzz with the three least reliable symbols
erased. This trial produces a candidate codewordccc if and only
if there exists such a codeword (necessarily unique) that agrees
with zzz in all n � 3 unerased positions.

• Same as above, with only the least reliable symbol ofzzz erased.
This trial produces a candidate codewordc0c0c0 if and only if there
exists such a codeword (necessarily unique) that agrees withzzz

in all but at most one of then � 1 unerased positions.

If these two decoding trials yield two different codewordsccc andc0c0c0,
then the GMD decoder finally chooses the one with the minimum
Euclidean distance toyyy.

Let DGMD(ccc) denote the decision regions of a GMD decoder for
an (n; k; d) code. It has been shown in [11] for the binary case and
in [9] for the general case that the set of closest boundary points of
DGMD(ccc) are precisely the set of midpoints betweens(ccc) ands(xxx)
for all xxx 2 (Fq)

n at Hamming distanced from ccc. These are the
points that have components equal tos(ci) in n � d positions and
s(c )+s(x )

2
in the remaining d positions; in other words, the squared

distance is0 in n � d positions and1 in the remainingd positions.
Thus the effective error coefficient isN0; e� = n

d
(q � 1)d.

Modified GMD (MGMD) decoding involves performing one addi-
tional decoding trial in which thed least reliable symbols are erased
and the decoder tries to complete the erased symbols by solving the
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Fig. 3. Computer image of a cross section of the decision region of Alg1, the nearest neighbors are both noncodewords.

corresponding parity-check equations ind unknowns [9], [11]. This
trial may result in several codeword solutions. In the nonbinary case,
only solutions that agree with eitherzi or z0

i (the most likely or the
second most likely symbol), in the erased positions are considered [9].
With this modification, all Type II boundary points (which are associ-
ated with noncodeword nearest neighbors) are correctly decoded, and
the effective error coefficient is thus reduced to the numberNd of
Type I boundary points (associated with codeword nearest neighbors),
which is the error coefficient of minimum-distance decoding.

We shall now propose several new bounded-distance decoding
algorithms that do not involve any algebraic decoding operations,
but rather repeated encodings that can be performed by matrix
multiplication in Fq. For two of these algorithms, we shall show
that if GMD decoding succeeds on a given receivedn-tuple, then the
proposed algorithm must also succeed. For any of these algorithms,
this will then imply the following:

• within the Voronoi regionsV (ccc), the decision regionsD(ccc)

contain the GMD decision regionsDGMD(ccc);

• the algorithm is, therefore, bounded-distance;

• the closest boundary points ofD(ccc) are a subset of the set of
closest boundary points ofDGMD(ccc) described above.

The first algorithm is based on the following observations. We
assume thatC is an (n � 2k; k; d) linear block code overFq,
and furthermore that there exists a partition of2k coordinates into
two information sets of sizek. (An information set is ak-tuple
such that eachk-tuple in (Fq)

n corresponds to a unique codeword
in C; since C is linear, there always exists a generator matrix for
C for which the correspondingk columns form a sizek identity
matrix.) The squared error-correction radius of the code isd. If ccc is
transmitted and the received pointyyy is in a ball B(ccc) (i.e., if the
square Euclidean distanced2(yyy; s(ccc)) < d) then at mostd� 1 hard
decisions can be incorrect inzzz, since a symbol error can occur only
if d2(yi; s(ci)) � 1. An algorithm which can correct all these events
is a bounded-distance algorithm. Ford = 4, if yyy 2 B(ccc), there can
be at most three hard-decision errors inzzz, and then, one of the two
information sets contains at most one error. For simplicity, we shall
describe the new algorithms forn = 2k. The casen � 2k is then
straightforward.

Algorithm 1: Compute the hard-decision wordzzz. If zzz 2 C, accept
it. Otherwise, partitionzzz into two halves corresponding to the two
information sets,zzz = (zzz1; zzz2). For each of the two information sets
and for each of the(q�1)k+1 k-tuplesz0

i, satisfyingdH(z0

i; zi)�1;

i = 1; 2, encodez0

i into the corresponding codewordc(z0

i). Select
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Fig. 4. Computer image of a cross section of the decision region of Alg2, corresponding to a pseudo nearest neighbor.

the best of the resulting candidate codewords using the Euclidean
distance metric.

Algorithm 1 will always generate the codewordccc as one of
the candidates. Sincey 2 B(ccc) 2 V (ccc), there cannot be any
other codewordc0c0c0 with smaller Euclidean metric, thusccc will be
selected as the output and hence Algorithm 1 is a bounded-distance
algorithm. This property can also be proved from a different angle, by
establishing the relation between Algorithm 1 and GMD as follows.

Lemma 1: All candidate codewords generated by a GMD decoder
will also be generated by Algorithm 1.

Proof: If the three-erasure trial of GMD decoding produces a
codewordccc, then relative toccc there are at most three symbol errors in
zzz; thus eitherzzz1 or zzz2 has at most one error andccc will be generated in
one of the re-encodings of Algorithm 1. Similarly, if the one-erasure
trial produces a codewordc0c0c0, then relative toc0c0c0 there are at most two
symbol errors inzzz andc0c0c0 will be generated by Algorithm 1.

Corollary 1: Within the Voronoi regionsV (ccc), the decision regions
D1(ccc) of Algorithm 1 contain the GMD decision regionsDGMD(ccc).

Proof: Within V (ccc), if ccc is produced as a candidate codeword,
it will be chosen over any other candidate codeword in the final
selection process of either algorithm.

The corollary implies that the decision regionsD1(ccc) contain the
ballsB(ccc), and thus Algorithm 1 is bounded-distance. Furthermore,
the closest boundary points ofD1(ccc) have components equal tos(ci)
in n � 4 positions and halfway betweens(ci) and s(xi) for some
xi 6= ci in the remaining four positions. Now, Algorithm 1 can fail
only if a) xxx is a codeword at distance4 from ccc (Type I error), or
b) there are at least two errors in bothzzz1 and zzz2 (a Type II error,
unlessxxx is a codeword). Thus the Type II boundary points ofD1(ccc)

are those points in which both halves ofyyy have components equal
to s(ci) in k � 2 positions ands(c )+s(x )

2
for somexi 6= ci in the

remaining two positions, wherexxx is not a codeword. There are thus
precisely k

2

2
(q � 1)4 � N2; 2 Type II points, whereN2; 2 denotes

the number of weight-4 codewords with weight2 in each information
set.

When examining the shape of the error region in the vicinity
of a Type II (noncodeword) boundary points, we find that Type II
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Fig. 5. Computer image of a cross section of the decision region of Alg1 versus Alg3.

points contribute less to error probability than do Type I points. For
simplicity, first consider the binary case. Then, in the neighborhood
of a Type II boundary pointyyy

b
= s(ccc)+s(xxx)

2
, in both halvesyyy1 and

yyy2 (corresponding to information sets) ofyyyb, and in both of the two
positions in whichxxx disagrees withccc the distances froms(ci) both
have to be greater than one (so thatyi is closer tos(xi)) in order
for Algorithm 1 to fail. The boundary surface is thus defined as the
set of points for which

d(yi; s(ci)) � 1

d(yi ; s(ci )) � 1

d(yj ; s(cj)) � 1

d(yj ; s(cj )) � 1

for the two positions(i; i0) and (j; j0) in the first and second
halves of the coordinates, respectively, where at least one of these
positions is fixed to1. Clearly, (i; i0; j; j0) correspond to the four
positions in whichxxx disagrees withccc. This boundary surface is
evidently piecewise-linear, and lies completely outside the separating
hyperplaneH(ccc; xxx), except for the boundary pointyyyb itself. By
contrast, in the vicinity of a Type I point corresponding to a codeword
c0c0c0, the boundary surface is a portion of the separating hyperplane
H(ccc; c0c0c0). This phenomenon can be further illustrated for the more
generalq-ary case by the following example.

Example 1: Let �1 and �2 be small positive scalars. Assume
that the codewordccc is transmitted and the pointyyy 2 Rn(q�1),
corresponding to the event below, is received.

• First half zzz1: one symbol errorzi with distanced(s(zi); yi) =
1 � �1 such thatd(s(ci); yi) = 1 + �1, i.e., yi is on the line
connectings(ci) with s(zi); one correct symbolzi = ci , with
distanced(s(ci ); yi )) = 1��2, such that there exists a symbol
ẑi 2 Fq with distanced(s(ẑi ; yi ) = 1 + �2.

• Second halfzzz2: exactly two symbol errors,zj and zj (on the
decision border) satisfying

d(s(zj); yj) = d(s(cj); yj) = d(s(zj ); yj )

= d(s(cj ); yj ) = 1:

Consider the wordxxx which containszi; zi ; zj ; andzj , and is equal
to ccc otherwise. When�1 > �2, the pointyyy is closer tos(xxx) than to
s(ccc). Thus if xxx is a codeword, bothxxx and ccc will be generated by
Algorithm 1, andxxx will be selected as the output (Type I error). If,
however,xxx is not a codeword, thenccc will be selected provided that
yyy 2 V (ccc). In conclusion, the decision region in the vicinity of Type II
points is “better” than Type I points. Note thatyyy actually represents
a volume, rather than a singular point, in which this phenomenon
occurs as it can quite liberally move in all directions.

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate this phenomenon by computer-generated
images of cross sections of decision regions of Algorithm 1 for the
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Fig. 6. Computer simulation results for the(8; 4; 4) binary extended Hamming code.

(8; 4; 4) binary extended Hamming code. Fig. 2 lies in a plane that
contains the images of two codewordsccc0 andccc1 and a noncodeword
xxx. The dotted and solid lines represent the boundary of the deci-
sion region ofc0 under optimal decoding (OPT) and Algorithm 1,
respectively. The dash-dotted line represents the boundary of the ball
B(ccc0) with radius 2, half the minimum Euclidean distance of the
code. The point midway betweenccc0 and ccc1;

s(ccc )+s(ccc )
2

, is a Type
I boundary point, and the decision border is the equidistance line
between the codewords (as in optimal decoding). The points(ccc )+s(xxx)

2

is a typical Type II boundary point. The decision region in the vicinity
of this point is a polygonal region which clearly “favors”ccc0. The
main contribution to error probability due to this point relative to
optimal decoding is the cross-hatched area. From this neighborhood
(of a Type II point) the contribution to error probability is less than
for a Type I point. Fig. 3 lies in a plane that contains the images
of two noncodewordsxxx0 and xxx1 and a codewordccc0. Again here,
the cross-hatched area represents the difference between Algorithm
1 and optimal decoding. Note that the additional error regions due
to the two noncodewords is much smaller than if these two points
were codewords.

Now we consider a second algorithm that requires only half the
number of encodings of Algorithm 1, which is based on the following
lemma.

Lemma 2: If d2(yyy; s(ccc)) < 4, then the information set that has
the better overall metric, has at most one hard-decision error.

Proof: Let yyy = (yyy1; yyy2) corresponding to the two informa-
tion sets(zzz1; zzz2). The overall metric of the setzzzi; i = 1; 2; is

d2(yyyi; s(zzzi)). Now if d2(yyy; s(ccc)) < 4, then d2(yyyi; s(ccci)) < 2

for at least one ofi = 1; 2. Since an error can occur only if
d2(yj ; s(cj)) � 1, there can be at most one symbol error in this
information set.

Algorithm 2: Find the information set with the better overall
metric, and continue according to Algorithm 1 with that set only.

This algorithm saves half the number of encodings of Algorithm
1 and by Lemma 2 is bounded-distance. It has, however, Type III
boundary points, as may be seen in the following. Suppose that
d2(yyyi; s(ccci)) = 2 for both halves, where one half, sayyyy1, has
components equal tos(ci) in k � 2 positions and halfway between
s(ci) ands(xi) for somexi 6= ci in the remaining two positions, and
the other halfyyy2 is an arbitraryk-tuple satisfyingd2(yyy2; s(ccc2)) = 2.
This defines a multidimensional continuous subregion of the sphere
S(ccc) of squared radius4 aboutccc which is evidently on the boundary
of the decision regionD2(ccc) of Algorithm 2. Note that all Type
III points on the sphereS(ccc) are interconnected. Namely, there is
a trail on the surface ofS(ccc) connecting any two Type III points.
Moreover, all points of Type I and II with Hamming weight-2 in
each information set are also interconnected.

Fig. 4 illustrates this phenomenon by a computer-generated image
of a cross section of a decision region of Algorithm 2 for the(8; 4; 4)

binary code, in a plane containing the image of a codewordccc0. The
dotted and solid lines represent the boundary of the decision region of
c0 under optimal decoding and Algorithm 2, respectively. The dash-
dotted line represents the boundary of the ballB(ccc0) with radius2.
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Fig. 7. Computer simulation results for the(6; 3; 4) hexacode overF4.

Here, the boundary of the decision region of Algorithm 2 lies inside
any hyperplane tangent to it, and the contribution to error probability
from this continuous cluster of Type III boundary points is worse
than if the boundary were a portion of such a hyperplane.

A more interesting and practical modification to Algorithm 1 is
suggested by the following lemma.

Lemma 3: If d2(yyy; s(ccc)) < 4, then in one of the two information
sets(zzz1; zzz2), if there is a single hard-decision error, it must be in
the least reliable coordinate.

Proof: If d2(yyy; s(ccc)) < 4, thend2(yyy
i
; s(ccci)) < 2 for at least

one ofi = 1; 2. Since an error can occur only ifd2(yj ; s(cj)) � 1,
there can be at most one symbol error in this information set. This
error must be in the least reliable position, because ifd(yi; s(ci)) =
1 + � and a correct symboly0

i is no more reliable thanyi, then for
the correct symbold(yi0; s(ci0)) � 1 � � and

d
2(yi; s(ci)) + d

2(y0

i; s(c
0

i)) � (1 + �)2 + (1� �)2 � 2

contrary to the suppositiond2(yyyi; s(ccci)) < 2.

Algorithm 3: Compute the hard-decision wordzzz. If zzz 2 C, accept
it. Otherwise, partitionzzz into two halves corresponding to the two
information sets,zzz = (zzz1; zzz2). For each of the two sets find the
least reliable symbol ofzzzi; i = 1; 2; and for each of theq possible
wordszzz0

i obtained by substituting all elements ofFq in this symbol,
encodezzz0

i into the corresponding codewordsc(zzz0

i). Select the best
of the resulting2q candidate codewords using the Euclidean distance
metric.

Note that the algorithm obtained by combining Lemma 2 and 3 is
not a bounded-distance algorithm.

Lemma 4: All candidate codewords generated by a GMD decoder
will also be generated by Algorithm 3.

Proof: If the three-erasure trial of GMD decoding produces a
codewordccc then relative toccc there are at most three symbol errors
in zzz; thus eitherzzz1 or zzz2 has at most one error, which moreover
must be in the least reliable position of this half, since the three
erased symbols are the least reliable symbols ofzzz. Thus ccc will be
generated in one of the re-encodings of Algorithm 3. Similarly, if
the one-erasure trial produces a codewordc0c0c0, then relative toc0c0c0 there
are at most two errors inzzz with one (the erased) being in the least
reliable symbol; if both errors fall in the same half, then the other
half is correct, whereas if one error falls in each half, then at least
one will be in the least reliable position of its half. Therefore,c0c0c0 will
also be generated by Algorithm 3.

Within V (ccc), if ccc is produced as a candidate codeword, it will
be chosen over any other candidate codeword in the final selection
process of either algorithm. Thus we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2: Within the Voronoi regionsV (ccc), the decision re-
gions D3(ccc) of Algorithm 3 contain the GMD decision regions
DGMD(ccc).

Algorithm 3 is a bounded-distance algorithm although considerably
less complex than Algorithm 1. Also, it is easy to see that it has the
same closest boundary points, and therefore the same effective error
coefficient as for Algorithm 1. However, we make the interesting
observation that in the neighborhood of these closest boundary
points, the decision regionD3(ccc) is strictly contained inD1(ccc), so
that the contribution to error probability of each Type II boundary
point of Algorithm 3 is greater. This follows from the fact that the
candidate codewords generated by Algorithm 3 are a subset of those
generated by Algorithm 1. For example, consider the pointyyy, in
the vicinity of a Type II boundary point, as given in Example 1.
While Algorithm 1 correctly decodesyyy to ccc, Algorithm 3 will always
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Fig. 8. Computer simulation results for an(8; 4; 4) code overF4.

fail, since there are two errors inzzz2 and the least reliable symbol
in zzz1 is the correct symbolzi0 rather than the incorrect symbol
zi.

This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 5 by a computer-generated
image of a cross section of decision regions of Algorithms 1 and 3 for
the(8; 4; 4) binary code. The plane shown contains a codewordccc0, a
noncodewordxxx which corresponds to a Type II boundary point, and
a distance-4 noncodewordyyy which does not correspond to a Type
II boundary point. Clearly, the pointxxx is a noncodeword nearest
neighbor ofccc0 in both algorithms. It has, however, a different effect
on their decision regions in the neighborhood of the corresponding
Type II boundary points(ccc) +s(xxx)

2
. Indeed,D1(ccc0) containsD3(ccc0),

and thus Algorithm 1 has significantly better error probability, in
spite of the fact that both algorithms have the same nearest neighbors
(error coefficient).

It can be easily verified by means of the scenario of Example 1
(and also ford > 4), that the regionDc

GMD(ccc) of GMD algorithm, in
the neighborhood of a (Type II) boundary point which corresponds to
noncodeword nearest neighbor, is also typically a polygonal region
and thus the boundary of this region is not a separating hyperplane.
This is also the situation with other bounded-distance algorithms,
such as Chase algorithm 1 and 2 [6]. Elsewhere [5], we show that
all candidate codewords generated by a GMD decoder are also
generated by Chase Algorithms 1 and 2. Hence, using the same
arguments as in the proof of Corollary 1, we conclude that within the
Voronoi regionV (ccc), the decision regionsDCA1(ccc) andDCA2(ccc) of
Chase Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively, satisfy the following relation:
DGMD(ccc) � DCA2(ccc) � DCA1(ccc). This geometrical observation
explains why the three algorithms, although having the same nearest
neighbors, perform quite differently.

A. The Nearest Neighbors of the Decoding Algorithm of [12]

Type III boundary points also exist in other, previously published,
decoding algorithms. As an example, consider the decoder for the
hexacodeH6, a (6; 3; 4) MDS code overF4, given in [12]. It will
be described only to the extent required for proving the existence of
Type III boundary points.

Let yyy satisfyd(yyy; s(ccc)) = 2 as in the following: sayz1 in error,
with d(y1; s(z1)) = d(y1; s(c1)) = 1; another error, sayz2, with
d(y2; s(z2)) =

1
2 andd(y2; s(c2)) = 3

2 ; three correct symbols, say
z3; z4; z5; with d(y3; s(z3)) = d(y4; s(z4)) = d(y5; s(z5)) =

1
2

;
z6 correct withd(y6; s(z6)) = 0. Upon receivingyyy, the algorithm
of [12] first makes hard decisions on the received symbols, resulting
in the hard-decision wordzzz. Since there are two errors inzzz relative
to ccc there is no codewordc0c0c0 at Hamming distance1 from zzz, and
thus it proceeds to Step 3a) where it finds the two most reliable
symbols, which moreover are assumed to be correct. The most
reliable symbol isz6, while the second most reliable symbol is
chosen among the (equally reliable) symbolsz2; z3; z4; z5; out
of which z2 is incorrect. Therefore,yyy is clearly a boundary point
and since it is not a midpoint betweens(ccc) and s(xxx) for any
xxx 2 (F4)

6; yyy is a Type III boundary point.
Each vectoryyy represents a continuous subregion of the sphereS(ccc)

of radius2 aboutccc, which is on the boundary of the decision region of
ccc for this algorithm. There are altogether6�5(q�1)�4(q�1) = 1080
such different continuous subregions in the algorithm of [12]. Unlike
with Algorithm 2, these regions are not interconnected between
them, nor are they connected to Type I or II boundary points. It
is noteworthy that the GMD hexadecoder, although having the same
1215 Type I and II boundary points, does not have such Type III
boundary points.
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Fig. 9. Computer image of a cross section of the decision region of MGMD.

TABLE I
(8; 4; 4) BINARY CODE, No = 14

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Comprehensive computer simulations have been performed for
several codes. These include the(8; 4; 4) binary extended Ham-
ming code whose results are presented in Fig. 6; the hexacode,
in Fig. 7; and an(8; 4; 4) code overF4, in Fig. 8. The results
demonstrate theaverage effect of the different phenomenon de-
scribed in this work on the error probability. For each code, the
probability of word error is given for a wide range of signal-to-
noise ratios, and for each of the following decoding algorithms:
Strictly bounded-distancealgorithm, namely, an algorithm that de-
codes correctlyonly within the balls S(ccc) of radius 2 about ccc,
denoted by SBD; Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 of Section II, denoted
by Alg1, Alg2, and Alg3, respectively; a GMD-type algorithm
[9], denoted by GMD, in which all generated codewords are ac-
cepted as candidates; modified GMD algorithm of [9], denoted by

MGMD; and finally, optimal soft-decision decoding, denoted by
OPT.

In Tables I–III, for each of the different algorithms, we list the num-
ber of nearest neighbors,NBDD, corresponding to Type II boundary
points; the factor of increase in the number of nearest neighbors
N

N
, whereNo; e� = No+NBDD; and the corresponding coding-

gain loss as obtained form the simulations (at WER�10�6). The(+),
when preceding the number of Type II points, indicates that there are
Type III boundary points in addition toNBDD in the corresponding
algorithm.

Alg1, Alg2, and Alg3, have the same nearest neighbors of
Types I and II, however, their performance are quite different.
Alg2 is the worst (Table III reports gain loss of about 1.55
dB) due to the existence of Type III boundary points which
contribute to error probability more than do Type I points. Alg1
outperforms Alg3 since, within the Voronoi regionsV (ccc) its
decision regionsD1(ccc) strictly contain the decision regionsD3(ccc)

of Alg3, i.e., the error region in the neighborhood of the same
Type II boundary point can be different for different algorithms.
In fact, the corresponding difference in performance can be quite
significant as can be seen in Tables II and III. It also means that,
within the Voronoi regions, there is a lot to gain by decoding
correctly outside the bounded-distance ballsB(ccc). This last remark
is also evident from the curves of the strictly bounded-distance
algorithm.

The number of nearest neighbors in Alg1 is much higher than
in the case of optimal decoding, nevertheless Alg1 is practically
optimal. The reason for this interesting phenomenon is now obvious.
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TABLE II
(6; 3; 4) HEXACODE OVER F4; No = 45

TABLE III
(8; 4; 4) CODE OVER F4; No = 42

Indeed, Alg1 increases the number of nearest neighbors (from Type I
points only) byNBDD (Type II points), yet each of these additional
neighbors contributes very little to the error probability since the
error region in the neighborhood of the Type II boundary points is
very small compared to Type I points. Also, disregarding decoding
complexity issues, although Alg1 has considerably more nearest
neighbors, its error probability is always better than MGMD which
has the same nearest neighbors as in optimal decoding. Therefore, for
bounded-distance algorithms, a smaller number of nearest neighbors
does not guarantee better performance, the relevant criterion is the
shape of the decision regions. Indeed, MGMD has no Type II
or III boundary points at distance2 (first shell), it has, however,
shells of (Type III, noncontinuous) boundary points very close to
the first shell, and thus their contribution to error probability is
significant. Fig. 9 illustrates this phenomenon by computer-generated
image of a cross section of the decision region of MGMD for
the (8; 4; 4) binary code, in a plane containing the image of a
codeword ccc0 and a noncodewordx. The dotted line represents
the boundary of the decision region ofc0 under optimal decoding
and the solid line represents the boundary of the decision region
of MGMD decoding. The points labeled 1 and 2 on the solid
line are examples of Type III boundary points which are close to
the first shell. This notion is supported by the recent results of
[10].
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